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disguised as



grinned



I didn’t think it would turn out this way

feel

From over there



sporangial

blithe



less decapitate.

 I wanted to ask about death and sex, then. Or 
rather, properly, sex and death, chronologically. Two sickly 
ruts of abandonment. ! at we love from within. From 
within the carapace of, etc. From within the concrete 
bunker of, etc.
 As a steaming, saucing couplet. 
 How sex and death might accurately have narrated 
life; 
your life in particular.
 Sex and death being twinned. And I’d only met 
them a few times. ! rough a mutual friend, maybe. Or 
more likely through mothers – theirs and mine, GOD 
BLESS HER. ! e twins that took great pleasure in riling 
those who found it hard to tell them apart. Performing, 
somewhat grotesquely, as the other. For various crucial 
mortal tests and WHOTNOT. –! e only way to tell them 
apart being by some tiny scar peeking above the gingham 
shirt collar. 
 Or the way in which they run a right hand through 
their SCALP hair, or their mathematical or lexical capabil-
ity or incapacity.
 Or how easily they laugh, cry, " irt, # ght, etc.

 Consider Zeis and Moll: the grounded gods of 
[...]. ! e glands of Zeis being unilobar sebaceous glands 
located on the marshland margin of the eyelid, buried 
somewhere in the claggy earth. Emerging in the wet dusk 
to stalk juveniles. During the day, secreted in their hollows, 
they serviced the eyelash subcutaneously, excreting an 
oily substance not unlike jojoba, fractionated coco nut or 



representational impasse

without



Fade to black

PEOPLE WILL WANT TO KNOW
PEOPLE WILL WANT TO KNOW



unearned sweats –

too late

almost

drink fucking drink
fucking drink. 



fucking 
drink

fucking drink





other



the contested terrain.

 In repose.

 I wanted to ask whether you remember retriev-
ing the eyelash. Or whether, perhaps, you le!  it there, 
re-concealed it – tucked it back in –
 –not quite bringing yourself to remove it.  
 –From that peculiar locket, if you like. 
 Le!  there to rot, I suppose. 
 Which begs an account of your foreskin as a 
particular kind of tomb. 
 A loving tomb, but nevertheless a tomb. 
 Being a construction site where remembrance 
necessitates forgetting. For the sake of everything, really.
 Or rather, the giving over of the job of remember-
ing to some indicated location just beneath the topsoil. 
 
 –So that we might " nally move on, you know? 
 
 Or at the very least move beyond those more 
recent, ruinous memories, rumours.
 
 I wonder if you remember the spoiling of the brain; 
the brain re# exively spoiled, so that images of perishing, 
sounds of perishing, smells of perishing, deluge the brain 
as the brain itself perishes. 
 
 

 I wanted to have a good, hollow laugh thinking 
about the burgeoning of some commemorative fungus 
down there. 
 –Resembling the lichen that seems to bloom exclu-
sively on headstones – beginning in violent yellows, orang-
es, eventually turning to a warm grey, ! nally crumbling to 
nothing under a passing sleeve.

 " e way to retrieve the eyelash being through 
the use of SALIVA – applied by the tongue direct. Or as 
a swilled foam on the tip of a ! nger. " e thumb may be 
required in the ! nal reckoning.

 " e eyelash, then: the germinal possibility for 
representational wish-ful! llment without the need for 
death. 
 A tiny, exquisite and partial death. 
 A death 
 that 
 in death 
 transforms into glamour, romance, # uttering sensi-
tivity, a camp for countless glowering face mites. 
 A death that remembers itself. " e posthumous 
skin of the living, breathing, lolloping body – in the most 
hushed, dulcet tones.  Bed sheets balled up and knotted 
and dunked and soaked in vats of jet-black dye; ! shed 
out and lowered into sweltering pitchers of petroleum 
wax; hung to set from bannisters in pharmacological and 
cosmetic corporate headquarters; stalactites dripping 
separating black liquor onto paperwork, laptop keyboards, 
swatches of pH paper; plebeian mugs, executive china, data 
projectors, kicked-o$  heels, jogging gear, trainers; ! lling 
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